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Figure 1. Go to www.EstimateScrubber.com and upload a PDF estimate. Non-subscribers
automatically use the "Freemium" portion of the scrubber. No login required.

Freemium EstimateScrubber.com Rules
Identifies lamps and/or sensors that could require specific aiming procedures
Flags estimates without a matching R134, R12 or Freon entry
Flags advanced substrates that are being repaired
Identifies airbag deployment that could necessitate residue cleanup
Identifies Audatex and Mitchell Refinish/Blend allowances that have been user modified
Identifies R&R and R&I of batteries which could require resetting/reprograming electronics
Identifies major exterior repaired panels which could need feather, fill & block sanding
Flags CCC estimates with bumpers refinished on vehicle (first panel for overlap purposes)
Flags selected R&R & repaired panels asks if restore corrosion protection has been considered
Flags and notifies estimator that Decals, Stripe Tape, Overlays only have replace allowances
Flags discontinued parts and notifies estimator that price is last available price from OEM
Flags CCC estimates lines that have been modified by the estimator.
Identifies R&I/R&R fuel tank and pump. Asks if drain & refill tank should be considered
Flags R&R and R&I glass without a corresponding adhesive sealant kit
Flags R&R and repaired panels that may need to have labels replaced
Flags selected Audatex message codes and Mitchell estimate lines with # after labor
Flags CCC estimates with a m without a corresponding M
Flags CCC estimate lines that carry Open instead of a line number
Checks to see if the Paint Materials are capped. If capped it checks to see if there is Paint Material
rate in the scrubber profile. If it finds no rate in the scrubber profile it divides the number of refinish
hours into the capped amount and gives you the effective material rate
Checks to see if the Paint Materials are capped. If capped it checks to see if there is a Paint
Material rate in the scrubber profile. If there is a rate in the scrubber profile it multiplies the number

of refinish hours times the scrubber profile rate and gives you what the uncapped material amount
should be.
Flags parts that need to be priced by dealer
Identifies Audatex and Mitchell lines that have been included by the estimator
Flags R&R & Sublet lines with blank or zero parts amounts
Flags R&I of Emblems, Mouldings, Nameplate that may need clean & retape entry added
Flags part numbers ending in PTM or ZZ without corresponding refinish allowances
Identifies selected panels that could require different paint formulations or two tone
Identifies selected panels that may need the undersides refinished when replaced
Identifies and flags remanufactured parts and asks if core charges have been considered
Flags frame/unibody repairs that could necessitate repairing clamp damage
Flags LKQ/Used parts and asks if they require any additional body or refinish operations
Flags selected welded exterior panels and asks if adjacent panel need to be repaired and/or
blended
Flags LKQ/Used parts and asks if they require any additional body or refinish operations
Prompts for checking if repair require an OEM scan for faults before/after repairs?
Checks estimate against ASA Not-Included Operations When Installing New Replacement Parts
Prompts for bumper considered the first panel for overlap purposes and is painted in one
operation with the vehicle. How to change the bumper refinishing on the vehicle setting.
Flags panels that may require refinish but may not have a break point for Clear Coat application.
Flags for inner/panels that may require clear coat.
Checks for corrosion protection on estimate, or missing labor/materials.
Checks for interior refinish in the admin data.
Checks options for collision avoidance system. Prompts for recalibrated per OEM service
procedures?
Checks for TPMS when replacing wheels, tires and other items
Checks for alignment when items typically requiring alignment are replaced, overhauled, repaired
or R&I'd
Checks for fluids when repair, R&R and R&I radiator, radiator hose, coolant reservoir, water pump,
trans cooler, brake line, brake caliper, wheel cylinder, and windshield washer bottle/reservoir.
Checks for vapor barrier and adhesive kit when replacing door outer panel.
Prompts for extra labor for options.

Figure 2. Freemium Review Results. The estimate is displayed on the right with the
review results displayed on the left. Forty rules are available in the Freemium
EstimateScrubber.com You can also link to the DEG and P-pages on the far left. The
review results are broken out by Parts, Body, Refinish Flagged Items, Refinish Flagged
Items and Forgettables, SCRS, ASA, Collision Advice Check Lists.

Figure 3. Forgettables review results. Applicable ASA, Collision Advice and SCRS
check sheets are accessible in the Review Results.

Figure 4. ASA Reference Chart of Not-Included Operations. Applicable sections are
identified and displayed. The estimating system used to create the estimate is displayed in
the middle with the other systems non-included operations displayed to the left and right.

Figure 5. SCRS Complete Repair Planning Guide. Applicable sections are identified and
displayed. Items not found are identified with a red dot to the left. Found items are
identified with a check to the left.

Figure 6. Collision Advice (Mike Anderson) Panel Specific Check Sheets. Check sheets
for applicable sections are displayed.

